
LTL

Volume LTL. 
 
It’s the best way to 
ship more or less.

Langham Logistics now offers a cost-effective way to ship when 
you have less than a full truckload but more than an LTL shipment. 
With our Volume Less-Than-Truckload (Volume LTL) service you’re 
able to move shipments of six skids or more over 10,000 lbs faster, 
with no transfers, and/or no damage and more savings!   
 
So whether you have more to ship, or less to ship, Langham Volume 
LTL is the best way to ship.
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LTL

°   24/7 Customer service providing the ultimate in visibility and 
communication

°   Infrastructure representing all 50 states and major US cities, 
Mexico and Canada

°   Freight consolidation & mode optimization 

°   Dedicated account team

°   Web-based, scalable TMS 

°   One call, one stop shop for all your transportation needs

°   The flexibility of a mid-sized partner with the capabilities of a 
big logistic company

°   Long-standing logistic partnerships and collaborative alliances

°   Strong financial base with fast pay to our carriers

°   Women Business Enterprise (WBE) 

°   Smartway transport partner 
°   Custom designed proprietary on-boarding process 

°   Multi-modal customized solutions

°   Long-standing logistic partnerships and collaborative alliances

°   Strong financial base with fast pay to our carriers 

°   Innovative logistics technology and reporting solutions 

°   Systems integration and electronic exchange solutions 
°      Value-added services

Volume  
Less Than  
Truckload.   

 
Now you  

won’t get stuck 
in the middle.

Langham Volume LTL has lots of shipping advantages:

°   Shipments are not transferred, so no “lost” shipments or  
shipments sent to the wrong place

°   No transfers or re-loading of shipment means zero damages
°   Appointments are made at origin and not destination, so your 
shipments get earlier appointments with no delays and faster 
deliveries

°   Better shipment integrity because the entire shipment delivers 
at the same time

°   Volume LTL can deliver off-hours versus LTL up charges for 
deliveries outside of 9am-4pm.

°   Better shipping efficiency means lower shipping costs.

Driven to Succeed
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